will confirm these new implicities and complicities in architecture at
every point, but will destroy them soon if not checked by a new simplicity.
The proper use of these new resources demands that we use them all
together with integrity for mankind if we are to realize the finer signi-
ficances of life. The finer significance, prophesied if not realized by organic
architecture. It is reasonable to believe that life in our country will be
lived in full enjoyment of this new freedom of the extended horizontal
line because the horizontal line now becomes the great architectural high-
way. The flat plane now becomes the regional field. And integral-pattern
becomes 'the sound of the Usonian heart'.
USONIAN ARCHITECTURE
This new sense of Architecture as integral-pattern of that type and land
may awaken these United States to fresh beauty, and the Usonian horizon
of the individual will be immeasurably extended by enlightened use of
this great lever, the machine. But only if it gets into creative hands loyal
to humanity.
By way of these five new means—all 'Architecture*—this monster
power, reawakened now and quickened by the creative artist, must gradu-
ally come into completely new uses. Instead of crucifying all integrity by
stupid eclecticisms, monotony in variety, and utterly wasting life by way
of the academic sham capitalized and sold under by our own academic
'captains of industry', our American life may again know the salt and
savour of good work in true creation. The culture-lag we inherited with
our various nationalities, especially that one washed up on our Eastern
shores, will be overcome in time.
The 'captains' both of the cap and gown and the shop and counting
house can only see machines as engines of wealth founded upon con-
venient economic business systems of exploitation. They are the only one
means they know. But the captains themselves, I observe, when suffi-
ciently enriched, become culture curious, turn traitor to their own
machine-increment and waste it all in bigger and better imitations of the
already sufficiently devastating antique. Ask Sir Joseph Duveen! He was
not Knighted by the English for nothing. Do the people need further
proof of the system's sterility than that Knight? Then look for what it is in
these recurring wars settling nothing except the necessity for more and
greater wars. Empire, the apotheosis of War.
HE WHO LOOKS AND SEES
believe that notwithstanding shallow newspaper hokum our
weary of this shallow commercialized life of *taste\ I believe,
clearly through academic lies. The American in'the. street
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